Introduction:

Nowadays, the effects of climate change seem to be discovered as a reality by people around the world, and they realise the necessity of changing their behaviours in transport and mobility. It modifies also the perspectives of many actors of the domains: small and big city managers, land and transport planners, architects, infrastructure managers, transport operators for persons and freight, car and trains manufacturers, telecommunication and energy providers, service operators and their platforms and the experts in sustainable development and data management.

In this new context, the role of information and education is crucial. The cooperation between academics around the world is a way to build a global answer to a global question.

Communications

The 2019 THNS will be hold during the visit in France of the Chinese delegation organised by University Tongji in Lyon, Paris and Valenciennes on 4th to 6th November 2019. The French Organizer of the visit is URBA 2000 and its Selection Committee working with Tongji University.

The Selection Committee will give priority to:

- Description and analysis of experiences in various kind of territories related to mobility management and transport services
- Business models and regulations of the new services allowing to evaluate the performance of the sustainability of territories by interested parties and authorities.
- Examples of efficient dissemination of the knowledge.

Practical questions

Communication Proposals can be uploaded until October 24th through the web site http://www.urba2000.com/club-ecomobilite-DUD/#2019 or sent to Philippe DELCOURT <philippedel@urba2000.com>

You can propose to present your communication in Lyon, Paris (VEDECOM or Paris) or Valenciennes. The exact places are under confirmation now.

Agreed communication will be required to provide documents necessary for the preparation of the event before October 31th.

Further precisions will be given on the above website.